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This paper examines how the socioeconomic factors affecting the probability of infant 

mortality have differential impacts on blacks and whites. Holding age, education, marital 

status, and infant plurality fixed, blacks still have a greater chance of infant mortality than 

whites; being black increases the probability of death by 1.53 percentage points.  Age has a 

negative effect on infant mortality.  This negative effect is U-shaped for blacks and generally 

linear for whites.  Education proves to have a greater effect in decreasing the probability of 

death for blacks, but marriage has a greater effect in decreasing the probability of death for 

whites.  Higher-order gestation pregnancies increase the chances of infant mortality more 

for blacks than whites.  Comparing the probability of death between death in-utero and death 

post-delivery, education and marriage decrease the chance of fetal death more than infant 

death, while age decreases the chance of infant death more than fetal death.  Also, higher-

order gestation pregnancies increase infant death more than fetal death.   
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1 Introduction 
 

This paper attempts to further explain the ethnic disparities of fetal and infant death in 

multiple-gestation pregnancies.  Although United States infant mortality has declined 

throughout the past three decades, the United States still ranks 27th among industrialized 

nations.  This indicates that we could, and should, do more to improve the health and well-

being of our country.  Racial disparities complicate infant mortality, as blacks continue to 

have a much higher infant mortality rate than whites.  While most infant mortality studies 

highlight these ethnic differences, few focus on whether race affects single and multiple- 

gestation pregnancies differently.   

The focus on multiple-gestation pregnancies is timely since throughout the past few 

decades, multiple births have accounted for a greater percentage of total live births in the 

United States.  With the chance of infant mortality increasing with each fetus in the 

pregnancy, it is no surprise that the increase in multiple births is affecting infant mortality 

statistics.  The rise in multiple births can be correlated with an increasing number of women 

using new advanced reproductive technology (ART) to conceive.  Women who receive 

fertility treatments run a greater risk of a multiple-gestation pregnancy, as compared to those 

who conceive naturally.  ART increases the chance of having multiples, and having multiples 

increases the chance of infant mortality.  Considering modern reproductive technology, 

investigating infant mortality among multiples is necessary as trends show that multiple 

births continue to increase.   

My research will attempt to untangle issues of race, education, and maternal age on 

fetal and infant death among mothers with multiple-gestation pregnancies.   Specifically, I 
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will look at whether racial differences are attributed to maternal education and maternal age 

and how these effects might differ for blacks and whites, in addition to how these effects 

might differ for death in utero and death post delivery.  Understanding more about multiple- 

gestation mortality will add further depth to current research that highlights racial differences 

in overall infant mortality. 
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2 Literature Review 
 
Infant Mortality among Multiples: 
 

The infant mortality rate, or the rate at which babies less than one year of age die, is a 

useful statistic for comparing the health and well-being of populations across and within 

countries.  It has continued to decline steadily over the past several decades in the United 

States, from 26.0 per 1,000 live births in 1960 to 6.83 per 1,000 live births in 2003 (which is 

the most recent year of infant mortality statistics).  By the year 2010, the national health 

objective targets a rate of 4.5 infant deaths per 1,000 births, and one overreaching goal calls 

for eliminating disparities among ethnic populations.  (Center for Disease Control and 

Prevention∗)  

The risk of infant death increases with an increasing number of infants in the 

pregnancy.  The infant mortality rate for multiple births was 30.99∗∗ in 2003, more than five 

times the rate of 6.01 for single births.  The rate for triplets (62.23) was 10 times higher, the 

rate for quadruplets (156.41) was 26 times higher, and the rate for quintuplets and higher- 

order births (242.86) was 40 times higher than the rate for single births (Matthews, 2003).  

This is a serious concern since throughout the past decades, multiple births have accounted 

for a greater percentage of total live births in the United States.  From 1971 to 2003, twin 

births increased by 77% and triplet and higher-order births increased by 544%.  (CDC Birth 

Data). (See Figure 1, page 6) 

                                                 
∗ Cited as CDC throughout the rest of the paper  
∗∗ All rates are per 1,000 live births 
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Figure 1:  Racial Differences in Twin and Higher-Order Birth Rates 

Twins and Triplets & Higher-Order Birth Rates: Whites vs. Blacks 1971 - 2003
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This drastic increase in multiple-gestation pregnancies can be correlated with current 

trends among modern women, such as their increasing focus on education and career.  This 

attitude is reflected in the increasing number of women in the labor force and the increasing 

tendency for women to delay having children until later ages.  Women’s labor force 

participation rate has increased 37% from 1971 to 2003; this increased time spent in the 

workplace results in less time for childrearing.  Furthermore, while the number of 

pregnancies for young mothers has been steadily declining, the number of pregnancies for 

older mothers has been on the rise.  Over the past 30 years, the pregnancy rate for mothers 

aged 35-39 and 40-45 years has increased dramatically, 281% and 275% respectively.  

(Bureau of Labor Statistics)  (See Figure 2, Page 7) 
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Considering the fact that contemporary women are having their first children at older 

ages, one can anticipate that they might need to use fertilization techniques to successfully 

conceive.  However, women who receive advanced reproductive technology treatments are 

more likely to deliver multiple birth infants than those who conceive naturally. Of all infants 

born through ART in 2003, 51% were multiple birth deliveries.  From 1997-2000, the 

proportion of multiple births attributed to ART in the United States increased from 11.2% to 

13.6%, whereas the proportion attributable to natural conception decreased from 69.9% to 

64.5%.  In addition, the contribution of ART to multiple births increased substantially with 

maternal age (only 11.6% for women aged 20-24, but 92.8% for women aged 45-49 years 

old).  (Reynolds, 2003)  

Figure 2:  Racial Differences in Maternal Age at First Birth 

Age of Mother at First Birth (Among Older Age Groups): Whites vs. Blacks  1971 - 1997
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Both the tendency to have children at older ages and the tendency to use ART 

increase the chance of a multiple-gestation pregnancy.  Although only 1% of infants born in 

the United States were conceived through ART in 2003, these infants accounted for 18% of 

multiple births nationwide.  Overall, multiple births account for 3% of all live births, yet 15% 

of all deaths.  (Wright, 2006)   

 

Factors Influencing Infant Mortality 

 In order to accurately analyze infant mortality among multiples, it is important to 

understand the main factors that play a role in infant mortality: race, education, age, 

substance abuse, prenatal care, marital status, malformations/deformations/abnormalities, 

birth weight, period of gestation, age and sex of fetus/infant, and birth order.  While many 

researchers have explored risky maternal and infant characteristics and nearly all discuss 

racial differences, few of them have analyzed how these risks are different for single and 

multiple births, and how these risks might be different for death in-utero or post-delivery. 

 

Racial Disparities 

 It is impossible to overlook the racial disparities that complicate infant mortality.  

Such differences are especially notable between blacks and whites.  In 2003, the overall 

infant mortality rate for blacks was 13.6, compared to an infant mortality rate of 5.7 for 

whites.  Although multiple-gestation pregnancies are increasing on the whole, the increase 

for whites is much more rapid than the increase for blacks.  Between 1971 and 2003, the rate 

at which white mothers delivered twins increased 84.7%, compared to a 52.9% increase in 
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the rate of twin births born to black mothers.  There are even greater racial differences for 

mothers who deliver triplet and higher-order births; the rate for white mothers increased by 

634.9% and the rate for black mothers increased by 206.2%.  (CDC Birth Data) 

Marked differences also exist among blacks and whites with respect to labor force 

participation rates; participation increased 39% for whites compared with 27% for blacks 

over the past three decades (Bureau of Labor Statistics).  For the same time period, the 

maternal age at first birth for whites increased more quickly than the maternal age at first 

birth for blacks, especially for the older age groups.  For those aged 30-34 years the increase 

for whites was 256% compared to 176% for blacks, for those aged 35-39 years the increase 

for whites was 332% compared to 231% for blacks, and for those aged 40-45 years the 

increase for whites was 275% compared to 233% for blacks.  (CDC)   

On average, black women have more children than white women and also do so at 

younger ages than white women.  In 1982, 44% of black women who gave birth did so by 

age 18, compared to only 16% of white women who gave birth by age 18 (St. John, 1982).  

Furthermore, black women are not as likely to enter (or re-enter) the labor force after giving 

birth; they recognize that their chances of pursuing careers and activities outside the home 

are limited, and thus they solidify their role as mothers.  In contrast, this attitude is not as 

prevalent among white women. (St. John, 1982) 

 Although there are not many studies concerning racial differences in the use of ART, 

there are implications that ART is generally a practice used by white, educated, upper-middle 

class families; one must know about the procedure, have access to it, and have the money to 

pay for it.  Since the socioeconomic disparities between whites and blacks have been widely 
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studied and described, it is appropriate to ascribe the majority of ART procedures to white 

women.  

 

Education 

Infant mortality rates generally decrease with increasing maternal education.  Since 

education can be used as a strong predictor of labor force participation, one can also say that 

infant mortality rates decrease with increasing labor force participation rates.  This pattern 

may reflect the effects of more education as well as socioeconomic differences, since women 

with more education tend to have higher income levels.  It is also possible that mothers with 

0-8 years of education were born outside of the 50 states.   

The effect of maternal education on infant mortality has been well studied within 

different ethnic populations.  Din-Dzietham et al. [1998] studied the education gap between 

blacks and whites using data from 1988-1993.  Blacks were at a higher risk of infant 

mortality at every level of education, but for both races, at least 12 years of schooling 

reduced the risk for infant mortality by 10%.  Din-Dzietham et al. [1998] found that 

education beyond high school reduced the risk of infant mortality 20% among whites, but 

had little effect among blacks.  Education, a robust indicator of individual socioeconomic 

status, may not provide the same social or economic benefit to black mothers as to whites, 

and this might explain why, in their study, education does not influence black infant 

mortality rates beyond high school.   
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Maternal Age 

 Infant mortality rates vary with maternal age.  Infants born to mothers at age extremes 

have the highest rates of mortality; in 2003, the rate of infant mortality among those born to 

teenagers was 10.22 and the rate of mortality among those born to women aged 40 and over 

was 8.60.  The lowest rates of mortality are for infants of mothers in their late 20s and 30s.  

Studies suggest that the higher mortality risk for infants of younger mothers may be related 

to socioeconomic factors as well as biologic immaturity, or young maternal age may be a 

marker for poverty.  Among older mothers, especially those of low socioeconomic status, 

infant mortality rates may be affected by pregnancy complications related to higher maternal 

age, like gestational diabetes or hypertensive disorders. (Matthews, 2003) 

 Salihu et al. [2003] studied whether achieving pregnancy beyond a maternal age of 40 

years compromised fetal well-being and survival.  He specifically looked at maternal age 

groups of 20-29 years (young), 30-39 years (mature), 40-49 years (very mature), and 50 or 

more years (older) throughout the United States from 1997-1999.  The risks for low birth-

weight, preterm delivery, and infant mortality was tripled among older mothers, and doubled 

for very mature mothers.  Pregnancy beyond age 50 was associated with increased risks for 

the fetus.  Such findings suggest that this age group is a distinct obstetric high-risk entity that 

requires special attention. 

 However, Chervenak et al. [1991] disagree, arguing that advanced maternal age tends 

not to affect neonatal outcome, other than increasing the risk of chromosomal abnormalities.  

They even show the positive effects of maternal age; for example, older women are less 

likely to worry about their pregnancy and are more likely to better adjust, be cautious, and 

regularly consult their physicians.  Contrary to other researchers, Chervenak et al. [1991] 
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recognize very minimal increased risks with age, and believe that women should not allow 

their advanced age to affect reproductive decisions.  However, if maternal age increases the 

risk of chromosomal abnormalities, which in turn increases the risk of infant mortality, it is 

hard to disregard the role that maternal age might play in infant mortality. 

 Misra et al. [2002] aimed to characterize the relationship between maternal age and 

infant mortality in singleton and twin births in the United States.  Using data from 1985-

1996, Misra et al. [2002] found that infant mortality had a U-shaped association with 

maternal age among singletons, with the highest mortality rates observed at age extremes.  

With twins, however, there was a steep and inverse relationship between infant mortality and 

age, with those born to young mothers experiencing the highest mortality rates.  Twins born 

to women younger than 20 years had an infant death rate of 7% and twins born to women 

aged 30 to 34 years and 40 to 49 years had an infant death rate of 2.7% and 2.0% 

respectively. Although Misra et al. [2002] only compared single with double gestation 

pregancies, it will be interesting to see whether or not this same pattern exists for higher-

order multiple births in my study. 

 Few studies have addressed the combined effect of maternal age and race on 

multiple-gestation mortality rates.  While it is known that blacks tend to have more children 

and at younger ages than whites, racial differences among the older age groups remain 

unexplored. 

 

Substance Abuse 

 Extensive research has shown that smoking during pregnancy increases the risk of 

infant mortality.  Tobacco use allows harmful chemical substances (nicotine, hydrogen 
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cyanide, and carbon monoxide) to pass from the placenta into the fetal blood supply.  These 

substances restrict the infant’s access to oxygen and can lead to adverse effects during 

pregnancy and adverse birth outcomes, including low birth weight, preterm delivery, 

intrauterine growth retardation, and infant mortality.  The infant mortality rate for infants of 

smokers was 11.25 in 2003, 71% higher than the rate of 6.59 for nonsmokers.  (Matthews, 

2003) 

 In a cohort study on births and deaths across the United States in 1997, Salihu et al. 

[2003] found that the risk of infant mortality increased with the amount of cigarettes 

consumed prenatally and estimated that about 5% of infant deaths were attributable to 

maternal smoking while pregnant.  Again, variations by race exist; smoking related infant 

deaths were higher among blacks than whites. 

Abnormalities in infants most typically associated with maternal alcohol abuse can be 

grouped into four categories: central nervous system dysfunctions, growth deficiencies, facial 

abnormalities, and other variable major and minor malformations.  One of the most common 

and serious defects associated with alcohol consumption during pregnancy is mental 

retardation.  Generally, the effects of maternal alcohol abuse are reflected in statistics on the 

congenital malformations, deformations, and abnormalities of the infant. (King, 1983) 

 

Prenatal Care 

Although difficult to measure, the timing and quality of prenatal care received by the 

mother during pregnancy can be important to the infant’s subsequent health and survival.  

Early comprehensive prenatal care can promote healthier pregnancies by providing advice on 

healthy behavior, early detection and treatment of risk factors and symptoms, and adequate 
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monitoring.  In 2003, the mortality rate for infants of mothers who began prenatal care after 

the first trimester of pregnancy, or not at all, was 8.96.  This rate was 45% higher than the 

rate for infants of mothers who began care in the first trimester.  (Matthews, 2003) 

 Shi et al. [2001] studied the extent to which the primary care physician supply affects 

infant mortality in the US during the eleven year span from 1985-1995.  They found that 

access to primary care was negatively associated with both infant mortality and low birth 

weight.  In other words, throughout the states, an increased supply of primary care 

practitioners, especially in areas with high levels of socioeconomic disparities, markedly 

decreased infant mortality statistics. 

Vintzileos et al. [2002] examined the role of prenatal care contributing to the disparity 

in infant mortality rates between blacks and whites.  According to US data from 1995-1997, 

fetal death rates were higher for blacks than whites in the presence (4.2 and 2.4 respectively), 

and absence (17.2 and 12.5 respectively) of prenatal care.  Lack of prenatal care increased the 

relative risk for fetal death among blacks, whereas it had little influence on whites.  

Vintzileos et al. [2002] also noted that black mothers were 3.3 times more likely to have no 

prenatal care as compared to white mothers.  

Vintzileos et al. [2003] also studied the impact of prenatal care on twin gestations in 

the United States between 1989 and 2000, and found that lack of prenatal care is associated 

with fewer twin preterm births in the presence and absence of high-risk conditions.  Kogan et 

al. [2000] came to similar conclusions, recognizing that the twin infant mortality rate for 

women with intensive prenatal care declined between 1983 and 1996 and remained lower 

than the overall twin infant mortality rate.   
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Marital Status 

Maternal marital status may be a marker for the presence or absence of social, 

emotional, and financial resources.  Infants of unmarried mothers have been shown to be at 

higher risk for poor outcomes.  In 2003, infants of married mothers had an infant mortality 

rate of 5.33, 45% lower than the rate for infants of unmarried mothers (Matthews, 2003). 

Bennet et al. [1994] analyzed singleton live births from the national linked birth and 

infant death files for 1983-1985 and found that the risk of infant mortality was higher among 

unmarried white women (1.7) than unmarried black women (1.3).  These findings challenge 

the notion that out-of-wedlock births inevitably entail disadvantage and they suggest some 

pattern of interaction between marital status and other maternal characteristics.  Bennet et al. 

[2004] note that marital status is not significant among those groups for whom out-of-

wedlock births are most common- blacks and teenagers.   

 

Malformations/Deformations/Abnormalities  

 The leading cause of infant death in the United States in 2003 was congenital 

malformations, deformations, and chromosomal abnormalities, accounting for approximately 

20% of all infant deaths.  Many studies have analyzed trends in United States infant mortality 

caused by congenital malformations, specifically focusing on the racial disparity between 

whites and blacks.  Using the US annual summary data on cause-specific infant mortality for 

1970 - 1997, Lee et al. [2001] found that congenital malformations became a more prominent 

cause of infant mortality in 1997 and accounted for 22.1% of all infant deaths compared with 

15.1% in 1970.  Congenital malformations of nervous, cardiovascular, and respiratory 

systems accounted for more than 60% of all malformation associated deaths.  Malformations 
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incompatible with life (anencephaly, encephalocele, hypoplastic lungs, renal agenesis, and 

trisomies 13 and 18) were the cause of one third of all malformation attributed deaths.  In 

1970, infant mortality caused by congenital malformations was slightly lower in blacks (2.6) 

as compared with whites (3.1).  In 1996, the rate of congenital malformation-specific 

mortality was comparable in blacks (1.7) and whites (1.6).  Thus, despite the fact that whites 

had a higher infant mortality rate compared with blacks in 1970, this disparity was no longer 

present by 1996.   Lee et al. [2001] note that previous studies have suggested that whites 

have a higher prevalence of major malformations and malformation-related deaths, as 

compared with blacks.  However, according to their study, this pattern appears to have 

changed over the recent three decades.   Lee et al. [2001] state it is not possible to determine 

the reason(s) for the reversal in malformation-specific mortality rates of whites and blacks. 

With each additional fetus a woman carries during pregnancy, the possibility of 

complications increase.  The most common complications include low birth weight and 

preterm birth, which are addressed in the next section.  In addition, women with multiple 

fetuses are more than three times as likely to develop hypertension, which increases the 

chance of placental abruption.  They also have twice the risk of congenital abnormalities 

including a fetus with a birth defect or chromosome problem, like cerebral palsy, Downs 

syndrome, or spina bifida.  Other increased risks in carrying multiples include gestational 

diabetes, anemia, excess amniotic fluid, miscarriage, postpartum hemorrhaging, and 

caesarean delivery.  (American Pregnancy Association) 
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Birth Weight and Period of Gestation  

 Birth weight and period of gestation are two important predictors of an infant’s 

subsequent health and survival; together, they account for 17% of all infant deaths.  Infants 

born too small or too soon have a much greater risk of death than those born at term (37-41 

weeks of gestation) or with birth weights of 2,500 grams (approximately 5.5 pounds) or more 

(Matthews, 2003).  Because of their much greater risk of death, infants born at the lowest 

birth weights and gestational ages have a large impact on the overall United States infant 

mortality.  In 2003, infants weighing less than 1,000 grams accounted for 0.8% of births, and 

48.6% of all infant deaths.  Of the remaining infants who survived, 25% of them have severe 

lifelong disabilities.  Conversely, infants weighing 2,500 grams or more accounted for 92% 

of births, but only 31% of infant deaths.  A similar pattern is found when data for variable 

periods of gestation are examined; delivery at less than 28 weeks of gestation accounted for 

0.7% of all live births, but 46.4% of all infant deaths.  (Matthews, 2003) 

 Preterm birth is a common, complex, and serious disorder that disproportionately 

affects black families in the United States.  Alexander et al. [2003] examined birth weight 

and gestational age-specific neonatal mortality rates for whites and blacks in the United 

States.  Using the National Center of Health Statistics linked live birth-infant death cohort 

files for 1995-1997, Alexander et al. [2003] found that the overall neonatal mortality rates for 

whites and blacks were 3.24 and 8.16 respectively, and the proportion of births at less than 

28 weeks gestation was 0.35% for whites and 1.39% for blacks. 

In conjunction with low birth weight, prematurity has been the leading cause of 

neonatal death in black newborns for more than a decade, and it significantly characterizes 

the continuing ethnic disparities seen in health outcomes today.  During the past 20 years, 
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preterm birth rates have increased from 9.5% in 1982 to a rate of 12.3% in 2003, an 

impressive 30% increase. While the chance of being born premature in 2003 was 1 in 8 for 

all US infants, the likelihood of being born premature was 1 in 6 for blacks.  (Ashton, 2006) 

Multiple births lead to an accentuation of maternal risks and complications associated 

with pregnancy; specifically, infants born from multiple births are much more likely to be 

born preterm and at lower birth weights than single births.  The increase in infant mortality of 

multiple births is related directly to the increased risk for preterm delivery and low birth 

weight, and not the multiple gestation itself.  (Warner, 2000)  More than half of all multiple 

births are low birth weight, and over 50% of twins, upwards of 90% of triplets, and virtually 

all quadruplets are born premature in the United States, whereas only 11% of singletons are 

born prematurely (Wright, 2006).  In 2003, multiples accounted for 3% of all live births, but 

15% of all infant deaths in the United States.  Since mothers who use advanced reproductive 

technology are more likely to have a multiple birth pregnancy, they are also at a greater risk 

for a low birth weight or preterm infant; 94% of all ART multiples were of low birth weight 

and 97% of all ART multiples were born preterm (Wright, 2006). 

 

Age and Sex of Fetus/Infant 

 Although no scholarly research has been done to address the risks involved with the 

fetus’/infant’s age or gender, the National Vital Statistics Report has demonstrated some 

trends with these factors.  In terms of infant age, more than two-thirds of all infant deaths 

occurred during the neonatal period (from birth through 27 days of age).  In 2003, the 

neonatal mortality rate (4.63) was more than double the post-neonatal (28 days to under 1 

year) mortality rate (2.22).  Furthermore, the overall infant mortality rate for female infants 
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was 6.07, 20% lower than the rate for male infants (7.59).  (Matthews, 2003).  Infant 

mortality rates were higher for male than female infants for both blacks and whites, and these 

disparities have yet to be explained.  There is no research addressing differences of age and 

sex of infant on single versus multiple-gestation pregnancies. 

 

Live Birth Order 

 Similarly to research on an infant’s age and sex, research on racial differences and 

single versus multiple-gestation differences for live birth order is scarce.  Infant mortality 

rates were generally higher for first births than for second births, and then generally 

increased as birth order increased.  Overall, the infant mortality rate for first births (6.83) was 

14% higher than for second births (5.98), and the rate for fifth order births (10.28) was 72% 

higher than the rate for second births.  The highest order births (fifth child and above) are 

more likely to be associated with older maternal age, multiple births, and lower 

socioeconomic status.  (Matthews, 2003)  Since blacks tend to have more children than 

whites, blacks are more likely to have higher-order births; thus, race might be playing a role 

in the influence of birth order on infant mortality. 

 

Conclusion 

 This literature analysis allows one to fully grasp the factors that can influence infant 

mortality, and how these factors might affect blacks and whites differently or single and 

multiple-gestation pregnancies differently.  Understanding this literature is essential in order 

to accurately and efficiently study ethnic disparities of fetal and infant death in multiple- 

gestation pregnancies.   
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3 Theoretical Analysis 
 

This paper relies on basic knowledge of labor markets, specifically the role that 

women have played.  In 1890, the women’s labor force participation rate was 18%, and by 

2003, it rose to 59.5%.  The 20th century brought about many changes that led to this 

increase. With the women’s liberation movement, views on a woman’s place in society 

shifted; there was a greater emphasis on education which opened new doors for career 

possibilities.  Women also began to adopt more traditional “male” academic majors, like 

science and economics.  College graduation rates dramatically increased for women, and 

more went on to receive graduate degrees.  The advent of birth control also played a role in 

the labor force participation increase; it enabled women to put off child rearing and not let a 

pregnancy interfere with a blossoming career.  Furthermore, with increased costs of living, it 

was beneficial to have a dual income stream (both spouses contributing to the family’s 

overall income).  With divorce rates rising, women understood they could not always rely on 

the income of their spouse.  Traditional family structures were changing as well-- women 

were not expected to be the sole caretakers of children.  It became more common for women 

– those with and without families – to continue working through their 30s and 40s.  The Civil 

Rights Act of 1964 prohibited discrimination, which promoted more equality in terms of 

opportunities offered to men and women.  Despite continued gender and ethnic differences in 

work opportunities and wages, class action law suits have made discrimination a viable and 

costly issue.  (Preston, Women in the Labor Market – Class Lecture) 

The Human Capital Theory of Education, created by Gary Becker, is a general theory 

which relates education, training, and skills to wages and productivity of the worker.  More 

specifically, it explains incentives to acquire education.  For those who invest in college and 
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graduate school, the cost of education does not exceed the benefits of return in the long run.  

Women were beginning to understand that by investing in education and furthering their 

skills and knowledge, they could boost their chances of acquiring a well-paying job.  In other 

words, with an increased stock of human capital, women would be rewarded with higher 

wages.    Thus, education and income are strongly related to each other.  (Preston, Women in 

the Labor Market – Class Lecture) 

These theories are relevant because they show the importance of studying infant 

mortality during a time when young women are more focused on their education and career, 

and less focused on building a family.  When it comes time for these women to shift their 

attention to family, they are older, and thus, might run into fertility issues.   As a result, more 

women turn to advanced reproductive technology, which drastically increases the chance of a 

multiple-gestation pregnancy.   

I am interested in understanding whether racial differences in infant mortality are 

explained by differences in maternal education and age.  Do blacks have a higher infant 

mortality rate because they are not as educated as whites or because they have not adopted 

the same “career-first” mentality as white women?  In other words, does maternal age and 

education affect infant mortality among blacks and whites differently?  Also, how might the 

effects differ for single and multiple gestation pregnancies?  How might the effects differ for 

death in-utero and death post-delivery? 
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4 Hypotheses 

I hypothesize that for the entire sample of fetal and infant deaths during 1995-1998, 

the probability of death will increase for blacks, mostly because of their younger maternal 

ages, educational and financial disadvantages, and lack of proper prenatal care.  I predict that 

the probability of infant death will decrease with maternal age, because an older maternal age 

is correlated with more financial and familial stability.  I also hypothesize that the probability 

of death will decrease with higher levels of maternal education because educated mothers are 

better informed during their pregnancy, have more money to spend on prenatal care, and are 

more likely to recognize and respond to potential problems.  The probability of death is 

predicted to decrease for those born to married mothers because marriage implies increased 

emotional stability and the opportunity for both spouses to contribute to the family’s overall 

income.  Lastly, given that higher-order multiples tend to be of low birth weight and are born 

preterm, both of which are leading causes of overall infant mortality, I predict that the 

probability of death will increase with each additional fetus in the pregnancy. 

I hypothesize that these effects will differ for blacks and whites.  An older maternal 

age should increase the probability of infant mortality among blacks, but decrease the 

probability of infant mortality among whites.  I believe the data will show that most multiples 

are born to older white women because they are more likely to know of practices like in-virto 

fertilization, and have the means to afford it.  Thus, they are likely to have the best prenatal 

care.  In contrast, older black women who are having multiples might not have the same 

benefits of education and income as older white women. 

I predict that education will have a greater effect on decreasing black infant mortality 

than white infant mortality.  This may be because of the relatively small proportion of blacks 
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who receive college and graduate degrees, as compared to whites.  Blacks tend to have 

greater financial and geographical disadvantages; they might not have the means to afford 

higher education, or the school systems in black neighborhoods might not have the same 

favorable reputation as those in predominantly white neighborhoods.  For these reasons, there 

is probably a wider gap between educated and uneducated blacks than there is between 

educated and uneducated whites. 

I hypothesize that marriage will decrease the probability of death more for whites 

than blacks.  The advantages of marriage might not be as pronounced among black couples 

as among white couples.  Black mothers might be less likely to follow the “traditional” 

family structure, which involves living with their husbands.  It is possible that the emotional 

and financial stress of a large family (multiple children) may cause the husband to leave his 

home, yet not officially file for divorce.  Also, since the crime rate in black communities is 

higher than the crime rate in white communities, it is possible that some husbands are serving 

time in jail. 

The likelihood of death should increase with each fetus in the pregnancy, more so for 

blacks than whites.  Since higher-order multiples have a greater risk of death, adequate 

prenatal care is essential to their survival.  Compared to whites, blacks have poorer access to 

health care, which will put them at an even greater disadvantage when dealing with multiple-

gestation pregnancies.  Although I predict racial disparities in the infant mortality rates of 

multiples, they might not be as apparent for the triplet and quadruplet plurality groups, since 

the percentage of higher-order multiples born to blacks tends to be much less than the 

percentage of higher-order multiples born to whites. 
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In addition to ethnic disparities in infant mortality, I speculate that there may be 

differential effects according to whether the death occurs in-utero or post-delivery.  Within 

these two categories of fetal death and infant death, ethnic disparities might persist.   
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5 Empirical Analysis 

I will be using the National Center for Health Statistics 1995-1998 Matched Multiple 

Birth cross sectional data, which includes all twins, triplets, and quadruplets born during this 

time period, noting which multiples lived, which died within a year of delivery, and which 

died in-utero.  The data set contains 446,570 total observations.  Data set controls include 

maternal characteristics, main infant characteristics, level of infant care, method of infant 

delivery, maternal medical risk factors, maternal obstetric procedures, complications of labor 

and/or delivery, abnormal conditions of the newborn, and any congenital anomalies (See 

Figure A in Appendix, page 48, for all used data set variables and controls).  In order to best 

test my hypotheses, I dropped unnecessary variables from the data set (like paternal 

information), and created dummy variables for certain characteristics that would be better 

understood in dummy form (like education, plurality, and all anomalies/complications). The 

limitations of this data set are that it does not document multiple births of quintuplets or 

higher, family income, or maternal education past college. 

Summary statistics show that the outcome for 5.33% of the data sample is death 

(4.73% for white infants and 8.23% for black infants); this translates to an infant mortality 

rate of approximately 23.80.  Also, blacks are less likely than whites to have triplets or 

quadruplets; this is consistent with the theory that ART is disproportionately contributing to 

multiples among white women.  Other racial disparities are apparent with age, marital status, 

and education.  The average age for black mothers is 26.23 compared to 29.40 for white 

mothers, 33.83% of black mothers are married compared to 80.55% of white mothers, and 

11.61% of black mothers are college graduates compared to 29.42% of white mothers.  (See 

Figure 3, page 26) 
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Figure 3:  Table of Important Means: Entire Sample, Separated by Race 

Variable All White Black 
    
Infant Outcome:    
live 0.9467 0.9527* 0.9177 
death 0.0533 0.0473* 0.0823 
infdeath 0.0325 0.0283* 0.0531 
fetdeath 0.0208 0.0190* 0.0292 
agedeath1 0.0066 0.0061* 0.0091 
agedeath2 0.0109 0.0091* 0.0197 
agedeath3 0.0056 0.0051* 0.0077 
agedeath4 0.004 0.0037* 0.0060 
agedeath5 0.005 0.0042* 0.0107 
    
Infant Plurality:    
twin 0.9424 0.9348* 0.9741 
triplet 0.0528 0.0595* 0.0248 
quad 0.0048 0.0057* 0.0011 
    
Main Maternal Characteristics:   
Mage 
 

28.8796 
(6.058) 

29.4031 
(6.086) 

26.2293 
(5.904) 

Magesq 
 

870.7261 
(352.973) 

899.3987 
(348.799) 

725.0189 
(334.402) 

black 0.1752 0* 1 
married 0.7258 0.8055* 0.3383 
edu1 0.0386 0.0422* 0.0201 
edu2 0.1163 0.0991* 0.2024 
edu3 0.3038 0.2867* 0.3920 
edu4 0.2293 0.2274* 0.2422 
edu5 0.2942 0.3293* 0.1161 

* indicates percentage on variable for white is significantly different than percentage on variable 
for black at the 5% confidence interval. 

 
 Summary statistics for infant and fetal deaths show that twins born to black mothers 

account for a greater percentage of both infant and fetal deaths than twins born to white 

mothers.  However, triplets and quadruplets born to white mothers account for a greater 

percentage of deaths as compared to triplets and quadruplets born to black mothers.   This is 

probably explained by the fact that overall, black mothers are less likely to have triplets and 

quadruplets than white mothers.  Disparities still exist between blacks and whites, within 
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both fetal death and infant death, in terms of marital status and completion of college.  It is 

interesting to note that a much larger percentage of women whose infants died post-delivery 

were married (75.83%) compared to the percentage of married women whose infants died in-

utero (49.83%).  This gap is not as apparent for black married mothers, or for either race in 

terms of education level.  (See Figure 4, below and Figure 5, page 28)  

Figure 4: Table of Important Means: All Infant Deaths, Separated by Race 

Variable All White Black 
    
Infant Outcome:    
agedeath1 0.2034 0.2163* 0.1713 
agedeath2 0.3351 0.3231* 0.3703 
agedeath3 0.1694 0.1720 * 0.1453 
agedeath4 0.1249 0.1305* 0.1125 
agedeath5 0.1672 0.1501* 0.2008 
    
Infant Plurality:    
twin 0.8834 0.8590* 0.9438 
triplet 0.1049 0.1247* 0.056 
quad 0.0117 0.0162* 0.0003 
    
Main Maternal Characteristics:   
Mage 
 

27.1477 
(6.262) 

27.8502* 
(6.158) 

25.1448 
(6.056) 

Magesq 
 

776.210 
(348.348) 

813.5506* 
(348.223) 

668.9283 
(321.842) 

black 0.2852 0* 1 
married 0.6282 0.7538* 0.2958 
edu1 0.0351 0.0396* 0.0245 
edu2 0.1616 0.1370* 0.2293 
edu3 0.3250 0.3019* 0.3875 
edu4 0.2035 0.2061 0.202 
edu5 0.2221 0.2662* 0.0965 

* indicates percentage on variable for white is significantly different than percentage on variable 
for black at the 5% confidence interval. 
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Figure 5:  Table of Important Means: All Fetal Deaths, Separated by Race 
 

Variable All White Black 
    
Infant Plurality:    
twin  0.9199 0.9107* 0.9450 
triplet 0.0706 0.0772* 0.0523 
quad 0.0096 0.0121* 0.002730 
    
Main Maternal Characteristics:   
Mage 
 

27.6183 
(6.366) 

28.1147* 
(6.244) 

25.8767 
(6.458) 

Magesq 
 

803.3014 
(358.946) 

829.4161* 
(356.107) 

711.288 
(350.723) 

black 0.2456 0* 1 
married 0.4272 0.4983* 0.2229 
edu1 0.0428 0.0474* 0.0241 
edu2 0.1162 0.10046* 0.1724 
edu3 0.3036 0.2872* 0.3590 
edu4 0.1905 0.1939 0.1802 
edu5 0.2145 0.2521* 0.0905 

* indicates percentage on variable for white is significantly different than percentage on variable 
for black at the 5% confidence interval. 

 

 Because the dependent variable “death” is a dichotomous variable, it can not be 

estimated using standard ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions.  Instead, it is necessary to 

use a limited dependent variable model which will provide the maximum likelihood 

estimation of death.  In other words, maximum likelihood regressions obtain the values of the 

unknown independent parameters in a manner such that the probability of observing the 

given dependent variable is as high as possible.  Thus, using probit regression analysis, I first 

test whether or not race has an independent effect on the probability of death by running a 

simple regression with black as the independent variable and death as the dependent variable.  

Results show there is a positive and statistically significant relationship such that blacks 

increase the probability of death, as compared to whites, by 3.50 percentage points. (See 

Figure 6 - Reg 1, page 29) 
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Figure 6: Regression Analysis: All Deaths 
 

Dependent Variable: Death   
Method: DPROBIT 
Included Observations: 429,688 for Reg 1 – Reg 5   
        426,966 for Reg 6 

 
Variable Reg 1 

Coefficient  
Reg 2 
Coefficient 

Reg 3 
Coefficient 

Reg 4 
Coefficient 

Reg 5 
Coefficient 

Reg 6 
Coefficient 

Black .0350 
(.0011) 

.0262 
(.0010) 

.0268 
(.0010) 

.0147 
(.0010) 

.0153 
(.0010) 

-.0017 
(.0002) 

Mage  -.0070 
(.0004) 

-.0054 
(.0004) 

-.0026 
(.0004) 

-.0027 
(.0004) 

-.0003 
(.0001) 

Magesq  .0001 
(.0000) 

.0001 
(.0000) 

.0000 
(.0000) 

.0000264 
(.0000) 

.0000 
(.0000) 

Edu2   -.0335 
(.0008) 

-.0339 
(.0008) 

-.0333 
(.0008) 

-.0052 
(.0002) 

Edu3   -.0353 
(.0010) 

-.0357 
(.0010) 

-.0354 
(.0010) 

-.0056 
(.0003) 

Edu4   -.0353 
(.00009) 

-.0353 
(.00009) 

-.0356 
(.00009) 

-.0057 
(.0003) 

Edu5   -.0411 
(.0010) 

-.0348 
(.0010) 

-.0361 
(.0010) 

-.0059 
(.0003) 

Married    -.0312 
(.0010) 

-.0327 
(.0010) 

-.0052 
(.0003) 

Trip     .0607 
(.0022) 

-.0042 
(.0002) 

Quad 
 

    .1025 
(.0083) 

-.0056 
(.0003) 

Birwt      -.0142 
(.0002) 

R-Squared .0075 .0146 .0225 .0289 .0367 .4451 
Obs. P .0535 .0535 .0535 .0535 .0535 .0497 
*all coefficients automatically transformed by STATA 

After running the same regression, but this time controlling for maternal age and age-

squared (which would show a potential non-linear relationship), the coefficient on black 

decreases; this regression shows a positive and statistically significant relationship between 

race and probability of death such that compared to whites, blacks increase the probability of 

death by 2.620 percentage points, holding fixed for age and age-squared.  We also see that an 

older maternal age decreases the probability of death, until reaching a peak age of 51, where 

the probability of death would start to increase (See Figure B in Appendix, page 50, for 

mathematical derivation).  However, this value exceeds the age limitation of the data set 

 Not Significant 
(   ) Standard Error 
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(which is set at 50 years).  This essentially implies that for the entire sample of deaths, 

increased age continually decreases the probability of infant mortality.  (See Figure 6 - Reg 

2, Page 29) 

Controlling only for age is still not sufficient in this regression analysis.  After adding 

education as another independent variable, we see that all levels of education (compared to 

no education at all) decrease the risk of death.  But, education does not drastically change the 

coefficient on race. (See Figure 6 - Reg 3, page 29)  When the mother’s marital status is also 

taken into consideration, the coefficient on black decreases once again; results show that 

being black increases the chance of death by 1.47 percentage points, holding fixed for age, 

education and marital status.  We also see that marriage decreases the probability of death. 

(See Figure 6 - Reg 4, page 29) 

After including the plurality of the pregnancy set as another independent variable, 

results show that compared to twins, triplets increase the probability of death by 6.07 

percentage points and quadruplets increase the probability of death by 10.25 percentage 

points, holding fixed for all other factors.  Adding plurality does not drastically affect the 

impact of race on the probability of dying, as ultimately this regression shows that compared 

to whites, blacks increase the probability of death by 1.53 percentage points. (See Figure 6 - 

Reg 5, page 29) 

Although there are many other relevant controls in the 1995-1998 Matched Multiple 

Birth data set, including them lessens the effect of race on the probability of death.  For 

instance, simply adding the infant’s birth weight to the last regression indicates that being 

black decreases the chance of dying, and that being a triplet or a quadruplet (instead of a 

twin) also decreases the chance of dying; both of these trends go against intuition. (See 
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Figure 6 - Reg 6, page 29) Including too many independent variables in the analysis means 

that I might actually be explaining too much, thus hindering the goals of my research.  This 

point is highlighted when I run a complete regression with death as my dependent variable, 

and all other data set variables as my independent controls.  Figure C in the Appendix on 

page 51 shows how the results of this regression explain away all the socioeconomic factors. 

Thus, the final empirical model equation that best shows the impact of race, age, and 

education on infant death is that of regression 5: 

 
 

prob(death) = β1 + β2black + β3age + β4age2 + β5education + β6married + β7plurality 
 

*education is a set of four dummy variables (edu2, edu3, edu4, edu5) 
*plurality is a set of two dummy variables (triplet and quad) 
 
 
 

 
Ultimately, the correlations between death and each independent variable are 

consistent with the original hypotheses for the entire sample, and all the results prove to be 

statistically significant.   
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Earlier, I hypothesized that the variables affecting death have different impacts on 

blacks and whites.  I must statistically show that testing the sample of blacks and whites 

separately increases the explanatory power of the regression.  To do this, I will prove that the 

coefficients on the independent variables are not equal for blacks and whites.  (See Figure 7, 

below) 

Figure 7: Hypothesis Testing: Should Sample Be Broken Down By Race? 
*See Figure D in Appendix on page 53 for full STATA output used in hypothesis tests 

Null hypothesis (H0): β1BlACK = β1WHITE Alternate Hypothesis (HA): β1BlACK ≠ β1WHITE 
 β2BlACK = β2WHITE     β2BlACK ≠ β2WHITE 
 β3BlACK = β3WHITE     β3BlACK ≠ β3WHITE 
 β4BlACK = β4WHITE      β4BlACK ≠ β4WHITE 
 β5BlACK = β5WHITE      β5BlACK ≠ β5WHITE 
 β6BlACK = β6WHITE     β6BlACK ≠ β6WHITE 
 β7BlACK = β7WHITE      β7BlACK ≠ β7WHITE 

 

Constrained Model (estimated for entire sample of blacks and whites): 
• prob(death) = β1 + β3age + β4age2 + β5education + β6married + β7plurality  
• Log Likelihood: -86484.737                              

 
Unconstrained Model (estimated for blacks): 

• prob(death) = β1 + β3age + β4age2 + β5education + β6married + β7plurality  
• Log Likelihood: -20875.829 

 
Unconstrained Model (estimated for whites): 

• prob(death) = β1 + β3age + β4age2 + β5education + β6married + β7plurality  
• Log Likelihood: -65302.55 

 
Test Statistic λ = -2 [Log Liklihood(constrained) - Log Liklihood(unconstrained)] 
   = -2 [-86484.737 + 86178.379] 
   =  612.526 

 

The test statistic follows a chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal to 

the number of constraints (in this case, 7).  Since the test statistic is above the threshold chi- 

squared statistic for a significance level of .05 and degrees of freedom of 7, I can reject the 

null hypothesis; separating the sample by race is justified.   
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After running the main regression separately for blacks and whites, I notice the right 

hand side variables do not change sign, but do change magnitude (and in one case, statistical 

significance).  As expected in my hypothesis, maternal age affects blacks and whites 

differently.  While both trends show that an older maternal age decreases the probability of 

death, it decreases the probability of death among blacks by .59 percentage points, whereas it 

only decreases the probability of death among whites by .25 percentage points.  (See Figure 

8, page 34)  The positive coefficient on age-squared, for both blacks and whites, indicates 

that age decreases the probability of death at an increasing rate.  Therefore, after reaching a 

certain age, probability of death will begin to increase.  For blacks, this critical age is 

approximately 35, whereas for whites, this critical age is approximately 56, which actually 

exceeds the maximum maternal age in the data set (See Figure E in Appendix, page 54, for 

mathematical derivation).  This indicates that increased maternal age consistently decreases 

white infant mortality, whereas it peaks for blacks, then increases infant mortality.  An older 

maternal age among the white population indicates more education and more money, and 

thus is correlated with high levels of prenatal care.  But an older maternal age might not 

necessarily correlate to the same advantages for blacks.  As such, older black women are not 

only inherently at a biological disadvantage, but also might be at a socioeconomic 

disadvantage.   
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Figure 8: Regression Analysis: All Deaths, Separated by Race 
 

Dependent Variable: Death  
Method: DPROBIT 
Included Observations 75,302 - Blacks 
      354,386 - Whites 

     
Variable Black  

Coefficient 
White 
Coefficient 

Mage -.0059 
(.0013) 

-.0025 
(.0005) 

Magesq .0000835 
(.0000) 

.0000218 
(.0000) 

Edu2 -.0711 
(.0024) 

-.0271 
(.0009) 

Edu3 -.0829 
(.0033) 

-.0271 
(.0010) 

Edu4 -.0779 
(.0026) 

-.0273 
(.0010) 

Edu5 -.0651 
(.0023) 

-.0283 
(.0011) 

Married -.0165 
(.0023) 

-.0385 
(.0012) 

Trip .1094 
(.0093) 

.0544 
(.0022) 

Quad 
 

.0297 
(.0297) 

.1002 
(.0082) 

R-Squared .0251 .0332 
Obs. P .0823 .4733 

     *all coefficients automatically transformed by STATA 

There are also racial differences in terms of education.  Having a high school degree 

(as opposed to no education at all) decreases the probability of death among blacks by 8.29 

percentage points, but only decreases the probability of fetal or infant death among whites by 

2.71 percentage points (See Figure 8, page 34).  For mothers with multiple-gestation 

pregnancies, education – which is strongly associated with income and levels of prenatal care 

– proves to be more crucial in reducing infant mortality among blacks than it is in reducing 

infant mortality among whites.   

The results also show that if the mother is married, her infant is less likely to die; for 

blacks, marriage decreases the probability of infant mortality by 1.65 percentage points, and 

for whites, marriage decreases the probability of infant mortality by 3.85 percentage points 

 Not Significant 
(   ) Standard Error 
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(See Figure 8, page 34).  This is consistent with the hypothesis that the stability of marriage 

is greater for whites than it is for blacks.   

In terms of infant plurality, we see that when black women have triplets (compared to 

twins), the chances of infant mortality increase by 10.94 percentage points.  However, when 

white women have triplets (instead of twins), the chances of infant mortality increase by 5.45 

percentage points, approximately half that of blacks.  (See Figure 8, page 34)  On the other 

hand, when black women have quadruplets, the coefficient is statistically insignificant, so we 

can conclude that there is no effect on infant mortality.  This is probably a direct result of the 

small percentage of blacks who have quadruplets.  For whites who have quadruplets, the 

chances of infant mortality increase by 10.02 percentage points, approximately two-fold that 

of whites who have triplets (See Figure 8, page 34).  In other words, a black triplet runs a 

greater risk of dying than a white triplet, but a black quadruplet seems to run a lesser risk of 

dying (because of the small sample of black quadruplets) than a white quadruplet. 

All of the results agree with my original hypotheses regarding racial differences, 

except for the results on the relationship between plurality and infant mortality.  Although I 

noted that I would expect the racial disparities to lessen with the higher plurality groups, I 

still expected the probability of death to be significant for blacks.  Instead, the results show 

that for quadruplets, the probability of death is small and insignificant.  This result does make 

sense, considering the fact that in the entire data set there were 75,302 black quadruplets 

(6,198 who died) and 354,386 white quadruplets (16,775 who died).  I speculate that the 

majority of these white women with quadruplets used fertility treatments, which is why they 

were so much more likely to have quadruplets than black women. 
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My last hypothesis was that the coefficients for all the independent variables on fetal 

death and infant death would be different from the coefficients for all the independent 

variables on all deaths: 

Null hypothesis (H0): β1DEATH = β1INFDEATH = β1FETDEATH 
 β2DEATH = β2INFDEATH = β2FETDEATH 
 β3DEATH = β3INFDEATH = β3FETDEATH 
 β4DEATH = β4INFDEATH = β4FETDEATH 
 β5DEATH = β5INFDEATH = β5FETDEATH  
 β6DEATH = β6INFDEATH = β6FETDEATH 
 β7DEATH = β7INFDEATH = β7FETDEATH 

 
Null hypothesis (HA): β1DEATH ≠ β1INFDEATH ≠ β1FETDEATH 

 β2DEATH ≠ β2INFDEATH ≠ β2FETDEATH 
 β3DEATH ≠ β3INFDEATH ≠ β3FETDEATH 
 β4DEATH ≠ β4INFDEATH ≠ β4FETDEATH 
 β5DEATH ≠ β5INFDEATH ≠ β5FETDEATH  
 β6DEATH ≠ β6INFDEATH ≠ β6FETDEATH 
 β7DEATH ≠ β7INFDEATH ≠ β7FETDEATH 

 

  Hypothesis testing through multinomial logit regression analysis proves that 

separating the sample by death in-utero and death post-delivery is warranted (See Figure F in 

Appendix, page 55).  STATA automatically computes the test statistic (2041.70), and since it 

is well above the threshold chi-squared statistic for a significance level of .05 and degrees of 

freedom of 7, it is appropriate to reject the null hypothesis that all the coefficients are equal. 

 Interestingly, when separating the sample by fetal and infant death, there are indeed 

differences from the original regression where the dependent variable was all deaths.  For 

fetal deaths, the coefficients on black, age, and age-squared are all statistically insignificant, 

and thus prove to have no effect on infant mortality.  While further research is necessary to 

determine exactly why this might be the case, I can speculate that the statistical 

insignificance occurs because we do not know as much information about fetal deaths as we 

do about infant deaths.  Many complications can arise during the process of labor, and many 
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defects and anomalies are only recognized after the infant is born.  For infant deaths, the 

coefficients on black, age, and age-squared are significant; their signs are the same as those 

on all deaths and their magnitudes are just slightly larger.  (See Figure 9, below) 

 

Figure 9: Regression Analysis:  All Fetal Deaths and All Infant Deaths 

 
Dependent Variable: Fetal Death / Infant Death 
Method: DPROBIT     
Included Observations: 415,664 – Fetal Death 
        420,739 – Infant Death        

 
Variable Fetdeath 

Coefficient 
Infdeath 
Coefficient 

Black -.0009 
(.0005) 

.0193 
(.0009) 

Mage .0000258 
(.0003) 

-.0032 
(.0004) 

Magesq .00000223 
(.0000) 

.0000353 
(.0000) 

Edu2 -.0172 
(.0003) 

-.0116 
(.0009) 

Edu3 -.0185 
(.0005) 

-.0141 
(.0009) 

Edu4 -.0168 
(.0005) 

-.0162 
(.0009) 

Edu5 -.0164 
(.0005) 

-.0172 
(.0009) 

Married -.0329 
(.0008) 

-.0024 
(.0007) 

Trip .0155 
(.0013) 

.0468 
(.0019) 

Quad 
 

.0394 
(.0058) 

.0720 
(.0069) 

R-Squared .0602 .0285 
Obs. P .0215 .0333 

    *all coefficients automatically transformed by STATA 

 
 Education proves to be significant for both fetal and infant deaths, but there are no 

drastic disparities among those who died in-utero and those who died post-delivery.  For 

example, there is a similar, negative and statistically significant relationship between 

education and the probability of death such that having a high school degree (compared to no 

 Not Significant 
(   ) Standard Error 
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education at all) decreases the probability of fetal death by 1.85 percentage points and 

decreases the probability of infant death by 1.41 percentage points (See Figure 9, page 37). 

 Marriage was statistically significant for fetal deaths, and had the same sign and 

similar magnitude to that on marriage for all deaths.  However, for infant deaths, the 

coefficient on marriage was insignificant.  (See Figure 9, page 37)  Once again, I can only 

speculate why this is so, but I believe that the benefits of marriage are more crucial during 

the fetal stage.  Bringing the fetus to term requires the financial and emotional support that 

marriage provides.  However, once the infant is actually born, these advantages of marriage 

might not be as critical to the infant’s survival.  

For triplets and quadruplets, as compared to twins, both have a greater chance of 

dying post-delivery than in-utero.  There is a positive and statistically significant relationship 

between the probability of death and being a triplet such that it increases the probability of 

fetal death by 1.55 percentage points and increases the probability of infant death by 4.83 

percentage points (See Figure 9, page 37).  There is also a positive and statistically 

significant relationship between the probability of death and being a quadruplet such that it 

increases the probability of fetal death by 3.94 percentage points and increases the 

probability of infant death by 7.20 percentage points (See Figure 9, Page 37).  This trend 

makes sense because with higher-order pregnancies, many problems with the infant can only 

be detected after birth, and additional complications may arise during labor.  Also, it is 

possible that there are more advanced medical procedures to deliver the infant, yet the 

technology might not be as advanced for dealing with the complications after birth. 
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Since it is widely known that racial differences plague all aspects of infant mortality, 

I test to see if both separating fetal death and infant death by race would increase the 

explanatory power of the regressions.  (See Figure 10, below and Figure 11, Page 40) 

 

Figure 10: Hypothesis Testing: Should Fetal Death Be Broken Down By Race?  
*See Figure G in Appendix, page 57, for full STATA output used in hypothesis tests 
 

Null hypothesis (H0): β1BlACK = β1WHITE Alternate Hypothesis (HA): β1BlACK ≠ β1WHITE 
 β2BlACK = β2WHITE     β2BlACK ≠ β2WHITE 
 β3BlACK = β3WHITE     β3BlACK ≠ β3WHITE 
 β4BlACK = β4WHITE      β4BlACK ≠ β4WHITE 
 β5BlACK = β5WHITE      β5BlACK ≠ β5WHITE 
 β6BlACK = β6WHITE     β6BlACK ≠ β6WHITE 
 β7BlACK = β7WHITE      β7BlACK ≠ β7WHITE 

 

Constrained Model (estimated for all black and white fetal deaths): 
• prob(fetdeath) = β1 + β3age + β4age2 + β5education + β6married + β7plurality  
• Log Likelihood: -40601.35 
•  

Unconstrained Model (estimated for black fetal deaths): 
• prob(fetdeath) = β1 + β3age + β4age2 + β5education + β6married + β7plurality  
• Log Likelihood: -9346.938 
 

Unconstrained Model (estimated for white fetal deaths): 
• prob(fetdeath) = β1 + β3age + β4age2 + β5education + β6married + β7plurality  
• Log Likelihood: -31062.695 

 
Test Statistic λ = -2 [Log Liklihood(constrained) - Log Liklihood(unconstrained)] 
   = -2 [-40601.35+ 40409.633] 
   =  383.434 
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Figure 11: Hypothesis Testing: Should Infant Deaths Be Broken Down By Race? 
*See Figure H in Appendix, page 58, for full STATA output used in hypothesis tests 
 

Null hypothesis (H0): β1BlACK = β1WHITE Alternate Hypothesis (HA): β1BlACK ≠ β1WHITE 
 β2BlACK = β2WHITE     β2BlACK ≠ β2WHITE 
 β3BlACK = β3WHITE     β3BlACK ≠ β3WHITE 
 β4BlACK = β4WHITE      β4BlACK ≠ β4WHITE 
 β5BlACK = β5WHITE      β5BlACK ≠ β5WHITE 
 β6BlACK = β6WHITE     β6BlACK ≠ β6WHITE 
 β7BlACK = β7WHITE      β7BlACK ≠ β7WHITE 

 

Constrained Model (estimated for all black and white infant deaths): 
• prob(infdeath) = β1 + β3age + β4age2 + β5education + β6married + β7plurality  
• Log Likelihood: -60032.729 

 
Unconstrained Model (estimated for black infant deaths): 

• prob(fetdeath) = β1 + β3age + β4age2 + β5education + β6married + β7plurality  
• Log Likelihood: -15281.759   
 

Unconstrained Model (estimated for white infant deaths): 
• prob(fetdeath) = β1 + β3age + β4age2 + β5education + β6married + β7plurality  
• Log Likelihood: -44418.831 

 
Test Statistic λ = -2 [Log Liklihood(constrained) - Log Liklihood(unconstrained)] 
   = -2 [-60032.729 + 59700.59] 
   =  664.278 

 

Since both test statistics are above the threshold chi-squared statistics, I can reject the 

null hypothesis that the coefficients on the independent variables are equal for blacks and 

whites, and accept the alternate hypothesis that the coefficients on the independent variables 

are different for blacks and whites.  It is justified to separate fetal and infant death by race. 
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Figure 12:  Regression Analysis: Fetal Deaths and Infant Deaths, Separated by Race 

Dependent Variable: Fetal Death           Dependent Variable: Infant Death 
Method: DPROBIT             Method: DPROBIT 
Included Observations: 71,302 - Black     Included Observations: 73,104 - Black 
        344,362 - White                        347,635 - White  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*all coefficients automatically transformed by STATA 

 

Racial differences continue to persist within fetal deaths and infant deaths and all 

statistically significant coefficients have the same sign for both blacks and whites.  Maternal 

age seems to affect blacks and whites similarly for infant deaths (decreases the probability of 

death by .37 and .35 percentage points, respectively).  The lack of racial disparity in terms of 

age indicates that racial issues mainly come into play before the infant is born.  For fetal 

deaths, the coefficient on age is insignificant for whites, which implies that being white does 

not impact the probability of fetal death.  Also, for blacks, a one year increase in age 

Variable Black 
Coefficient 

White 
Coefficient 

Mage -.0024 
(.0008) 

.0004 
(.0003) 

Magesq .0000451 
(.0000) 

.00000954 
(.0000) 

Edu2 -.0354 
(.0011) 

-.0145 
(.0003) 

Edu3 -.0448 
(.0018) 

-.0141 
(.0005) 

Edu4 -.0375 
(.0013) 

-.0127 
(.0005) 

Edu5 -.0288 
(.0010) 

-.0124 
(.0006) 

Married -.0146 
(.0013) 

-.0397 
(.0010) 

Trip .0415 
(.0064) 

.0128 
(.0013) 

Quad 
 

.0616 
(.0347) 

.0365 
(.0055) 

R-Squared .0473 .0652 
Obs. P .0308 .0196 

Variable Black 
Coefficient 

White 
Coefficient 

Mage -.0037 
(.0012) 

-.0035 
(.0004) 

Magesq .0000419 
(.0000) 

.0000402 
(.0000) 

Edu2 -.0312 
(.0027) 

-.0082 
(.0010) 

Edu3 -.0364 
(.0032) 

-.0106 
(.0010) 

Edu4 -.0376 
(.0027) 

-.0125 
(.0010) 

Edu5 -.0323 
(.0026) 

-.0137 
(.0010) 

Married -.0026 
(.0020) 

-.0025 
(.0008) 

Trip .0819 
(.0084) 

.0434 
(.0019) 

Quad 
 

-.0346 
(.0176) 

.0712 
(.0071) 

R-Squared .0148 .0221 
Obs. P .0547 .0288 

 Not Significant 
(   ) Standard Error 
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decreases the probability of infant death (by .37 percentage points) more than it decreases the 

probability of fetal death (by .24 percentage points).  (See Figure 12, page 41) 

The coefficient on age-squared indicates that there is a non-linear relationship 

between maternal age and the probability of death.  For infant deaths, after reaching a peak 

maternal age of 43 for whites and 45 for blacks, the probability of death actually starts to 

increase.  It is interesting to note how there is hardly any difference in these critical ages for 

blacks and whites, but for fetal death, the peak age for blacks drops drastically to 27.  (See 

Figure I in Appendix, page 60, for mathematical derivation) This contributes to the fact that 

racial issues mostly affect fetal deaths, possibly because blacks have poorer access to 

prenatal care, which is necessary in successfully bringing the infant to term. 

Increased education decreases the probability of infant and fetal death more for blacks 

than whites, which is in accordance with previous findings.  The effects of education for each 

race are somewhat similar for death in-utero and death-post delivery.  For example, having a 

college education, as opposed to no education at all, decreases the probability of infant death 

by 3.23 percentage points for blacks and 1.37 percentage points for whites.  Having a college 

education, as opposed to no education at all, decreases the probability of fetal death by 2.88 

percentage points for blacks and 1.24 percentage points for whites.  (See Figure 12, Page 41) 

Marriage continues to reduce mortality among whites more than mortality among 

blacks, and fetal death more than infant death.  Results show that marriage reduces the 

probability of black fetal death by 1.46 percentage points, but reduces the probability of 

white fetal death by 3.97 percentage points.  Being married and black has no statistically 

significant relationship with the probability of infant death, but being married and white 

reduces the probability of infant death by .25 percentage points (much less than the reduction 
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for fetal deaths).  This disparity between white infant and fetal deaths highlights how the 

benefits of marriage might be most crucial in the fetal stage.  (See Figure 12, page 41). 

Lastly, increased infant plurality continues to increase mortality for blacks more than 

whites, and for infant death more than fetal death.  There is a positive and statistically 

significant relationship between plurality and the probability of death such that the 

probability of fetal death increases by 4.15 percentage points for black triplets and by 6.16 

percentage points for black quadruplets (both as compared to twins).  The probability of fetal 

death increases by 1.28 percentage points for white triplets and increases by 3.65 percentage 

points for white quadruplets (both as compared to twins).  For infant deaths, the probability 

of death increases by 8.19 percentage points for black triplets, and is statistically insignificant 

for black quadruplets  For white triplets, the probability of infant death increases by 4.34 

percentage points and for white quadruplets, the probability of infant death increases by 7.12 

percentage points.  (See Figure 12, page 41) 
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6 Conclusions 

 Overall, the results of this study show that holding fixed for age, education, marital 

status, and infant plurality, being black still increases the chance of infant mortality by 1.53 

percentage points.  The socioeconomic factors affecting the probability of death differ for 

blacks and whites, and differ for death in-utero and death post-delivery. 

 For infant death, as age increases by one year, infant mortality decreases about the 

same for blacks and whites (by .37 and .35 percentage points, respectively).  The negative 

effect of age is U-shaped for both blacks and whites, reaching a maximum at 45 for blacks 

and 43 for whites.  Education has a greater effect in decreasing the probability of infant death 

for blacks than whites; college education, as opposed to no education at all, decreases the 

chance of infant death by 3.23 percentage points for blacks and 1.37 percentage points for 

whites.  Marriage decreases infant death by 1.37 percentage points for whites, but for blacks, 

marriage has no effect on infant death.  Triplets, in comparison to twins, increase the chances 

of infant death more for blacks (by 8.19 percentage points) than whites (by 4.34 percentage 

points).  Quadruplets, in comparison to twins, increase the chances of infant death for whites 

by 7.12 percentage points.  However, for blacks, quadruplets have no effect on infant death, 

probably because black quadruplets are a rarity. 

 These results raise interesting questions for further research specifically focusing on 

death post-delivery.  Why is there little disparity between blacks and whites in terms of the 

effects of age?  Might it be because once the infant has been delivered (most likely in a 

hospital) the survival of the infant is more dependent upon medical technology and doctor 

expertise, and less upon the actions and decisions of the mother?  Why does education help 

blacks more than whites?  Is it because education is the primary way blacks know of and 
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have access to prenatal care?  Is it because education is more helpful in raising income in 

black households? Why does marriage not impact infant death for blacks?  Could this be 

because the implications and benefits of marriage are different across races? 

 The socioeconomic factors affecting the probability of fetal death also differ for 

blacks and whites.  As age increases by one year, black fetal mortality decreases by .24 

percentage points, but white fetal mortality is not affected.  The negative effect of age is only 

U-shaped for blacks, reaching a maximum at age 27.  White fetal mortality is essentially 

linear for whites, since as we saw for all deaths, white mortality reached its maximum at an 

age outside the range of data.  Education still has a greater effect in decreasing the 

probability of fetal death for blacks than whites, as college education, compared to no 

education at all, decreases fetal death by 2.88 percentage points for blacks and 1.24 

percentage points for whites.  Marriage has a greater effect in decreasing the probability of 

death for whites (by 3.97 percentage points) than blacks (by 1.46 percentage points).  Triplets 

and quadruplets, compared to twins, increase the chance of fetal death more for blacks than 

whites.  The probability of death increases the chance of fetal death by 4.15 percentage 

points for black triplets, 1.28 percentage points for white triplets, 6.16 percentage points for 

black quadruplets, and 3.65 percentage points for black quadruplets. 

 Further research on fetal death is necessary to answer why the above patterns exist.  

Why does increased age decrease black fetal death (only until age 27), but have no effect on 

white fetal death?  Could there actually be a biological force at play that somehow affects the 

growth and development of a black infant in-utero?  Are black mothers not as successful in 

bringing their babies to term because of poor prenatal care or lack of higher education?  Does 

marriage decrease death more for whites than blacks because marriage implies different 
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benefits for whites and blacks?  Are whites more likely to have better emotional and financial 

support in a marriage? 

The results of this study also show that the probability of death differs for death in-

utero and death post-delivery.  Age slightly decreases the probability of infant death more 

than fetal death, and the U-shaped relationship for blacks reaches its maximum at a much 

younger age for fetal deaths than infant deaths.  Is this because older blacks are not as 

financially stable or do not have adequate prenatal care that can get them past the fetal stage?  

Both education and marriage reduce fetal death more than infant death for blacks and whites.  

Are the benefits of education and marriage more essential in the first stages of life because 

these benefits lead to proper care and monitoring of the pregnancy?  Lastly, increased 

plurality increases infant death more than fetal death for blacks and whites. Does increased 

plurality increase infant death more than fetal death because we have the have the means to 

birth the infants, but do not necessarily have the means to sustain their life (especially if the 

baby has serious complications)?     

 After comparing my overall results to previous literature on single-gestation 

pregnancies, I notice that socioeconomic factors (race, age, education, and marital status) 

have stronger effects on multiple-gestation pregnancies.  This is expected, mostly because the 

phenomenon of a multiple-gestation pregnancy is inherently unnatural.  A single infant at the 

highest level of disadvantage is much more likely to survive than multiple infants at the 

highest level of disadvantage.  However, running similar analytical tests on the sample of all 

single-gestation deaths during 1995-1998 would clearly be beneficial in showing a more 

precise statistically significant difference.  
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Although I can speculate why my results turned out as they did, further research is 

necessary to determine causal relationships.  Once there is information on how a particular 

infant is conceived (naturally or through fertility treatments), it will be interesting to 

statistically show how advanced reproductive technology might affect infant mortality.  In 

terms of future policy recommendations, it might prove beneficial to limit the number of 

embryos that can be fertilized during the process of in-vitro fertilization.  This would reduce 

the number of higher-order multiple-gestation pregnancies, and thus help to further reduce 

the United States infant mortality rate. 
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7 Appendix  
 
Figure A: STATA Variable Names and Description  
 
Variable Name Description 
  
Infant Outcome:  
live Live birth/survived 
death  Died 
infdeath Live birth/died post-delivery 
fetdeath Fetal death 
birthid 1=live, 2=infant death, 3=fetal death  
agedeath1 Age at death: under 1 hour 
agedeath2 Age at death: 1-23 hours 
agedeath3 Age at death: 1-6 days 
agedeath4 Age at death: 7-27 days 
agedeath5 Age at death: 28 days and over 
  
Infant Plurality: 
twin  Twin 
triplet Triplet 
quad Quadruplet 
  
Main Maternal Characteristics: 
mage Maternal age in years 
black Black  
married Married  
edu1 Education: 0-8 years 
edu2 Education: 9-11 years 
edu3 Education: HS grad 
edu4 Education: 13-15 years 
edu5 Education: College grad 
  
Main Infant Characteristics: 
gestat Gestation in weeks 
male Male 
birwt birthweight of infant (inc. of 500g). 
apgar1 Apgar score: 0-3 
apgar2 Apgar score: 4-6 
apgar3 Apgar score: 7-8 
apgar4 Apgar score: 9-10 
livebirthorder Live birth # child 
totalbirthorder Total birth # child 
  
Infant Care:  
hospital  Born in Hospital 
mddoc Doctor of Medicine present  
monpre Month prenatal care began 
nprevist Number of prenatal visits  
  
Method of Delivery: 
vaginal vaginal 
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vbac vaginal (after previous C-section) 
primac primary C-section 
repeac repeat C-section 
forcep forceps 
vacuum vacuum 
hyster hysterotomy/hysterectomy 
  
Maternal Medical Risk Factors: 
anemia anemia 
cardiac cardiac disease 
lung acute or chronic lung disease 
diabetes diabetes 
herpes herpes 
hydra hydramnios/oligohydramnios 
hemo hemoglobinopathy 
chyper chronic hypertension 
phyper pregnancy associated hypertension 
eclamp eclampsia 
incervix incompetent cervix 
pre400 previous infant 400+ grams 

preterm 
previous infant preterm or small for gestational 
age 

renal renal disease 
rh rh sensitization 
uterine uterine bleeding 
othermr other medical risk factors 
tobacco smoking  
alcohol  drinking 
  
Maternal Obstetric Procedures: 
amnio amniocentesis 
monitor electronic fetal monitoring 
induct induction of labor 
stimula  stiumlation of labor 
tocol tocolysis 
ultras ultrasound 
otherob other obstetric procedures 
  
Complications of Labor and/or Delivery: 
febrile febrile (>100 degrees) 
meconium meconium, moderate/heavy 
rupture premature rupture of membrane 
abruptio abruption placenta 
preplace placenta previa 
excebld other excessive bleeding 
seizure seizures during labor 
precip precipitous labor (<3 hours) 
prolong prolonged labor (>20 hours) 
dysfunc dysfunctional labor 
breech breech/malpresentation 
cephalo cephalopelvic disproportion 
cord cord prolapse 
anesthe anesthetic complications 
distress fetal distress 
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otherlb other complications of labor and/or delivery 
  
Abnormal Conditions of Newborn: 
nanemia anemia 
injury birth injury 
alcosyn fetal alcohol syndrome 
hyaline hyaline membrane disease 
meconsyn meconium aspiration syndrome 
venl30 assisted ventilation, less than 30 min. 
ven30m assisted ventiliation, 30 min or more 
nseiz seizures 
otherab other abnormal conditions of newborn 
  
Congenital Anomalies: 
anen anencephalus 
spina spina bifida/meningocele 
hydro hydrocephalus 
microce microcephalus 
nervous other central nervous system anomalies 
heart heart malformations 
circul other circulatory/respiratory anomalies 
rectal rectal atresia/stenosis 
tracheo tracheo-esophageal fistual/esophogeal artesia 
omphalo omphaleocele/gastroschisis 
gastro other gastrointestinal anomalies 
genital malformed genitalia 
renalage renal agenesis 
urogen other urogenital anomalies 
cleftlp cleft lip/palate 
adactyly polydactyly/syndactyly/adactyly 
clubfoot clubfoot 
hernia diaphragmatic hernia 
musculo other musculoskeletal/integumental anomalies 
downs downs syndrome 
chromo other chromosomal anomalies 
othercon other congenital anomalies  
 
Figure B: 
 
dF/dx = -.002681age + .0000264age2 
0 = -.002681 + .0000528age 
age = 50.77 (peaks at approximately 51 years) 
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Figure C: STATA output for Regression (with death as the independent variable) using 
ALL controls 
 
. dprobit death black mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad birtwt 
gestat male apgar2 apgar3 apgar4 livebirthorder totalbirthorder hospital mddoc 
monpre nprevist nprevistsq vaginal vbac primac repeac forcep vacuum cardiac lung 
diabetes herpes hydra hemo chyper eclamp incervix pre4000 preterm renal rh uterine 
othermr tobacco alcohol amnio monitor induct stimula tocol ultras otherob febrile 
meconium rupture abruptio preplace excebld precip prolong dysfunc breech cord 
distress otherlb nanemia injury hyaline meconsyn venl30 ven30m nseiz otherab anen 
spina hydro nervous heart circul rectal tracheo omphalo gastro genital renalage 
urogen clubfoot hernia musculo chromo othercon 

 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -52422.234 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -27076.441 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -24187.565 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -23749.498 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -23730.155 
Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -23730.092 
Iteration 6:   log likelihood = -23730.089 
Iteration 7:   log likelihood = -23730.089 
Iteration 8:   log likelihood = -23730.088 
Iteration 9:   log likelihood = -23730.088 
Iteration 10:  log likelihood = -23730.088 
Iteration 11:  log likelihood = -23730.088 
Iteration 12:  log likelihood = -23730.088 
Iteration 13:  log likelihood = -23730.088 
 
Probit estimates                                        Number of obs = 317246 
                                                        LR chi2(92)   =57384.29 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000 
Log likelihood = -23730.088                             Pseudo R2     = 0.5473 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   death |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   black*|   .0000745   .0001978     0.38   0.705   .185036  -.000313  .000462 
    mage |  -.0002762   .0001013    -2.73   0.006   28.7542  -.000475 -.000078 
  magesq |   2.82e-06   1.74e-06     1.62   0.104   862.729  -5.8e-07  6.2e-06 
    edu2*|  -.0006922   .0003268    -1.99   0.047   .114044  -.001333 -.000052 
    edu3*|   3.14e-06   .0003476     0.01   0.993   .311244  -.000678  .000684 
    edu4*|  -.0004655   .0003481    -1.30   0.194   .234408  -.001148  .000217 
    edu5*|   -.000317   .0003694    -0.85   0.398   .300568  -.001041  .000407 
 married*|  -.0004313   .0002037    -2.17   0.030   .732926   -.00083 -.000032 
 triplet*|  -.0005902    .000248    -2.24   0.025   .052259  -.001076 -.000104 
    quad*|  -.0013239   .0005188    -2.13   0.033   .004741  -.002341 -.000307 
   birwt |  -.0044008   .0001222   -52.19   0.000   5.13756   -.00464 -.004161 
  gestat |   -.000761   .0000336   -30.25   0.000   35.2704  -.000827 -.000695 
    male*|   .0015613    .000152    10.57   0.000    .50208   .001263  .001859 
  apgar2*|  -.0033092   .0001161   -22.58   0.000   .027045  -.003537 -.003082 
  apgar3*|  -.0065003   .0001921   -60.46   0.000   .179394  -.006877 -.006124 
  apgar4*|  -.0291925   .0008137   -69.40   0.000   .671611  -.030787 -.027598 
livebi~r |  -.0012658   .0001001   -13.30   0.000   2.51754  -.001462  -.00107 
totalb~r |   .0013941   .0000818    18.52   0.000   2.97939   .001234  .001555 
hospital*|   .0027458   .0003865     4.06   0.000   .997283   .001988  .003503 
   mddoc*|  -.0016333   .0004759    -3.95   0.000   .950253  -.002566 -.000701 
  monpre |  -.0000552   .0000582    -0.95   0.343   2.23385  -.000169  .000059 
nprevist |  -.0001895   .0000311    -6.20   0.000   13.1683  -.000251 -.000129 
nprevi~q |   3.79e-06   8.39e-07     4.56   0.000   207.299   2.1e-06  5.4e-06 
 vaginal*|  -.2551976   .0224782   -29.01   0.000    .44665  -.299254 -.211141 
    vbac*|   .0020619   .0008952     2.75   0.006   .013239   .000307  .003817 
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  primac*|  -.2990531   .0244271   -30.73   0.000   .446159  -.346929 -.251177 
  repeac*|  -.0155316   .0007884   -29.48   0.000   .107185  -.017077 -.013986 
  forcep*|  -.0021414   .0003289    -4.71   0.000    .02516  -.002786 -.001497 
  vacuum*|  -.0016468   .0003876    -3.41   0.001      .041  -.002406 -.000887 
 cardiac*|   .0034384   .0014419     3.09   0.002   .006411   .000612  .006265 
    lung*|   .0002352   .0006709     0.36   0.719   .010556   -.00108   .00155 
diabetes*|  -.0003605   .0004036    -0.86   0.390   .034711  -.001151   .00043 
  herpes*|  -.0004296   .0009005    -0.45   0.650   .007404  -.002195  .001335 
   hydra*|   .0041995   .0006917     8.20   0.000   .018758   .002844  .005555 
    hemo*|   .0057306    .004449     1.85   0.065   .000905  -.002989  .014451 
  chyper*|   .0002856   .0006926     0.43   0.671   .010371  -.001072  .001643 
  eclamp*|  -.0016677   .0004537    -2.88   0.004   .012533  -.002557 -.000778 
incervix*|   .0014313   .0006244     2.62   0.009   .009923   .000208  .002655 
 pre4000*|   .0017665   .0014069     1.47   0.142   .009255  -.000991  .004524 
 preterm*|  -.0003513   .0004307    -0.78   0.433   .015789  -.001196  .000493 
   renal*|   -.000475   .0011777    -0.38   0.703   .002673  -.002783  .001833 
      rh*|  -.0005303   .0008333    -0.60   0.550   .007118  -.002164  .001103 
 uterine*|   .0014385   .0007205     2.28   0.023     .0105   .000026  .002851 
 othermr*|  -.0012701   .0001473    -8.50   0.000   .353776  -.001559 -.000981 
 tobacco*|   .0013076   .0002801     5.16   0.000   .115043   .000759  .001857 
 alcohol*|  -.0000612   .0006272    -0.10   0.923   .010058   -.00129  .001168 
   amnio*|   .0028541   .0004639     7.64   0.000   .058863   .001945  .003763 
 monitor*|   -.002608   .0002784   -11.40   0.000    .85451  -.003154 -.002062 
  induct*|   .0017433   .0003499     5.69   0.000   .130476   .001057  .002429 
 stimula*|  -.0003799   .0002627    -1.40   0.162   .109287  -.000895  .000135 
   tocol*|   -.000863   .0001878    -4.25   0.000   .094413  -.001231 -.000495 
  ultras*|    .001233   .0001524     7.76   0.000    .72805   .000934  .001532 
 otherob*|  -.0002955    .000297    -0.97   0.334   .073331  -.000878  .000287 
 febrile*|   .0019006   .0006628     3.39   0.001   .013415   .000602    .0032 
meconium*|   .0060707   .0011634     7.56   0.000   .013598   .003791  .008351 
 rupture*|   .0002252   .0002338     0.98   0.325   .063796  -.000233  .000683 
abruptio*|   .0017085   .0005927     3.36   0.001   .012066   .000547   .00287 
preplace*|  -.0007555   .0007666    -0.90   0.370   .004388  -.002258  .000747 
 excebld*|   .0012494   .0007743     1.81   0.070   .011278  -.000268  .002767 
  precip*|  -.0011023   .0003803    -2.51   0.012   .014563  -.001848 -.000357 
 prolong*|  -.0010692   .0008551    -1.08   0.278   .005116  -.002745  .000607 
 dysfunc*|  -.0013375    .000475    -2.35   0.019   .020936  -.002268 -.000407 
  breech*|   .0003052   .0001862     1.67   0.095   .245176   -.00006   .00067 
    cord*|     .00049   .0007606     0.68   0.498   .007171  -.001001  .001981 
distress*|   .0040947   .0006046     9.04   0.000   .033444    .00291   .00528 
 otherlb*|   .0017674   .0001999     9.84   0.000   .256895   .001376  .002159 
 nanemia*|  -.0003187   .0006467    -0.47   0.635   .004303  -.001586  .000949 
  injury*|   .0075065   .0039123     2.92   0.004   .001491  -.000161  .015174 
 hyaline*|  -.0011659   .0002193    -4.65   0.000   .038327  -.001596 -.000736 
meconsyn*|   .0006308   .0019882     0.34   0.735   .000955  -.003266  .004528 
  venl30*|   -.001927   .0002166    -6.98   0.000   .038853  -.002352 -.001502 
  ven30m*|  -.0009283   .0001987    -4.24   0.000   .049517  -.001318 -.000539 
   nseiz*|   .0475364    .011173     9.67   0.000   .000876   .025638  .069435 
 otherab*|  -.0007867   .0001667    -4.43   0.000   .123926  -.001113  -.00046 
    anen*|   .4904431   .0756473    13.92   0.000   .000407   .342177  .638709 
   spina*|   .0009567   .0028241     0.37   0.710   .000359  -.004578  .006492 
   hydro*|   .0275448   .0104851     5.38   0.000   .000485   .006994  .048095 
 nervous*|   .0426511   .0140451     6.78   0.000   .000432   .015123  .070179 
   heart*|   .0673756   .0086833    18.65   0.000   .002061   .050357  .084395 
  circul*|  -.0008718   .0006594    -1.18   0.237    .00272  -.002164   .00042 
  rectal*|   .0128261   .0105561     2.09   0.036   .000167  -.007864  .033516 
 tracheo*|   .0073774   .0058042     1.93   0.054   .000281  -.003999  .018753 
 omphalo*|   .0337805   .0124671     5.78   0.000   .000416   .009345  .058216 
  gastro*|   .0089871   .0051189     2.78   0.005   .000583  -.001046   .01902 
 genital*|   .0098212    .004753     3.34   0.001   .000927   .000506  .019137 
renalage*|    .058991   .0231856     5.99   0.000   .000214   .013548  .104434 
  urogen*|   .0084838   .0037463     3.54   0.000   .001251   .001141  .015826 
clubfoot*|   .0075504   .0048551     2.37   0.018   .000719  -.001965  .017066 
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  hernia*|   .3295964    .076415    10.58   0.000   .000158   .179826  .479367 
 musculo*|   .0178818   .0052062     6.39   0.000   .001671   .007678  .028086 
  chromo*|   .0505635   .0141822     8.20   0.000   .000589   .022767   .07836 
othercon*|   .0109208    .001226    14.96   0.000   .012032   .008518  .013324 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .0391526 
 pred. P |   .0039858  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 

 
Figure D: STATA output for Hypothesis Test on Separating Blacks/Whites 
 
. dprobit death mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad if black~=. 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -89629.573 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood =     -86543 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood =  -86484.76 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -86484.737 
 
Probit estimates                                        Number of obs = 429688 
                                                        LR chi2(9)    =6289.67 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000 
Log likelihood = -86484.737                             Pseudo R2     = 0.0351 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   death |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    mage |   -.002747   .0004315    -6.37   0.000   28.8469  -.003593 -.001901 
  magesq |   .0000265   7.45e-06     3.56   0.000   868.839   .000012  .000041 
    edu2*|  -.0327511   .0008187   -30.01   0.000    .11718  -.034356 -.031146 
    edu3*|  -.0342713   .0009883   -31.19   0.000   .305147  -.036208 -.032334 
    edu4*|  -.0344374   .0009278   -31.21   0.000   .230016  -.036256 -.032619 
    edu5*|  -.0355974   .0010372   -30.36   0.000   .291991   -.03763 -.033565 
 married*|  -.0384608   .0009828   -43.76   0.000   .723623  -.040387 -.036535 
 triplet*|   .0600695   .0022024    35.12   0.000   .053406   .055753  .064386 
    quad*|   .1002141   .0082923    17.21   0.000   .004911   .083962  .116467 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .0534644 
 pred. P |    .048621  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
 
 
. dprobit death mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad if black==1 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -21413.766 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -20886.596 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -20875.832 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -20875.829 
 
Probit estimates                                        Number of obs =  75302 
                                                        LR chi2(9)    =1075.87 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000 
Log likelihood = -20875.829                             Pseudo R2     = 0.0251 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   death |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    mage |   -.005858   .0013337    -4.39   0.000   26.2293  -.008472 -.003244 
  magesq |   .0000835   .0000242     3.44   0.001   725.019   .000036  .000131 
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    edu2*|  -.0711231   .0024485   -22.42   0.000   .202398  -.075922 -.066324 
    edu3*|  -.0828614   .0033442   -23.41   0.000   .392048  -.089416 -.076307 
    edu4*|  -.0779347   .0026103   -23.87   0.000   .242225  -.083051 -.072819 
    edu5*|  -.0651034   .0023229   -19.13   0.000   .116106  -.069656 -.060551 
 married*|  -.0165342   .0022757    -7.07   0.000   .338304  -.020995 -.012074 
 triplet*|   .1094253   .0092554    15.28   0.000   .024833   .091285  .127566 
    quad*|    .029723   .0375877     0.89   0.376   .001062  -.043948  .103394 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .0823086 
 pred. P |   .0783896  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
 
. dprobit death mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad if black==0 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -67543.645 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood =  -65352.02 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -65302.573 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood =  -65302.55 
 
Probit estimates                                        Number of obs = 354386 
                                                        LR chi2(9)    =4482.19 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000 
Log likelihood =  -65302.55                             Pseudo R2     = 0.0332 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   death |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    mage |  -.0024492    .000459    -5.34   0.000   29.4031  -.003349  -.00155 
  magesq |   .0000218   7.80e-06     2.79   0.005   899.399   6.5e-06  .000037 
    edu2*|   -.027104   .0008842   -23.03   0.000   .099073  -.028837 -.025371 
    edu3*|  -.0270986    .001028   -23.64   0.000   .286682  -.029113 -.025084 
    edu4*|  -.0273346   .0009972   -23.42   0.000   .227422  -.029289  -.02538 
    edu5*|  -.0283052   .0011378   -22.86   0.000   .329364  -.030535 -.026075 
 married*|    -.03847   .0011975   -37.68   0.000   .805497  -.040817 -.036123 
 triplet*|   .0543985   .0021729    32.39   0.000   .059478    .05014  .058657 
    quad*|   .1001558   .0082105    17.83   0.000   .005728   .084063  .116248 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .0473354 
 pred. P |   .0431818  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
 

Figure E:  
 
For blacks: 
dF/dx = -.005858age + .0000835age2 
0 = -.005858 + .000167age 
age = 35.07 (peaks at approximately 35 years) 
 
For whites: 
dF/dx = -.0024492age + .0000218age2 
0 = -.0024492 + .0000436age 
age = 56.17 (peaks at approximately 56 years) 
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Figure F: STATA output for Hypothesis Test on Separating Fetal/Infant Death 
 
. mlogit birth black mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -104988.03 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -102720.35 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood =  -100792.6 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -100685.15 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -100683.61 
Iteration 5:   log likelihood = -100683.61 
 
Multinomial logistic regression                   Number of obs   =     429688 
                                                  LR chi2(20)     =    8608.84 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 
Log likelihood = -100683.61                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0410 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
       birth |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
infdeath     | 
       black |   .5334922   .0216593    24.63   0.000     .4910409    .5759436 
        mage |  -.0953574   .0114653    -8.32   0.000     -.117829   -.0728858 
      magesq |   .0009888   .0002003     4.94   0.000     .0005961    .0013815 
        edu2 |  -.4294649   .0371773   -11.55   0.000    -.5023311   -.3565986 
        edu3 |  -.4920113    .033429   -14.72   0.000     -.557531   -.4264916 
        edu4 |  -.5960836    .035893   -16.61   0.000    -.6664327   -.5257345 
        edu5 |  -.6242981   .0367469   -16.99   0.000    -.6963208   -.5522755 
     married |  -.0790497   .0226888    -3.48   0.000     -.123519   -.0345805 
     triplet |   1.057011   .0293126    36.06   0.000     .9995597    1.114463 
        quad |   1.335701   .0825294    16.18   0.000     1.173946    1.497455 
       _cons |  -1.159549   .1568878    -7.39   0.000    -1.467043   -.8520545 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
fetdeath     | 
       black |  -.0542683    .027146    -2.00   0.046    -.1074735   -.0010631 
        mage |   .0113795   .0136455     0.83   0.404    -.0153651    .0381242 
      magesq |  -.0002507   .0002376    -1.06   0.291    -.0007163     .000215 
        edu2 |  -1.442215   .0417521   -34.54   0.000    -1.524047   -1.360382 
        edu3 |  -1.142709   .0333348   -34.28   0.000    -1.208044   -1.077374 
        edu4 |  -1.117177   .0372157   -30.02   0.000    -1.190119   -1.044236 
        edu5 |  -.9621067    .038697   -24.86   0.000    -1.037951   -.8862619 
     married |  -1.392176   .0265779   -52.38   0.000    -1.444268   -1.340085 
     triplet |   .7052518   .0429856    16.41   0.000     .6210015    .7895021 
        quad |   1.277525   .1112644    11.48   0.000     1.059451    1.495599 
       _cons |  -2.139685   .1880125   -11.38   0.000    -2.508182   -1.771187 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(Outcome birth==live is the comparison group) 
 
. estimates store unconstrained 
 
. constraint define 1 [fetdeath=infdeath] 
 
. mlogit birth black mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad, constr (1) 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -104988.03 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -102274.24 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood =  -101711.8 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -101704.46 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -101704.46 
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Multinomial logistic regression                   Number of obs   =     429688 
                                                  LR chi2(10)     =    6567.15 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 
Log likelihood = -101704.46                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0313 
 
 ( 1) - [infdeath]black + [fetdeath]black = 0 
 ( 2) - [infdeath]mage + [fetdeath]mage = 0 
 ( 3) - [infdeath]magesq + [fetdeath]magesq = 0 
 ( 4) - [infdeath]edu2 + [fetdeath]edu2 = 0 
 ( 5) - [infdeath]edu3 + [fetdeath]edu3 = 0 
 ( 6) - [infdeath]edu4 + [fetdeath]edu4 = 0 
 ( 7) - [infdeath]edu5 + [fetdeath]edu5 = 0 
 ( 8) - [infdeath]married + [fetdeath]married = 0 
 ( 9) - [infdeath]triplet + [fetdeath]triplet = 0 
 (10) - [infdeath]quad + [fetdeath]quad = 0 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
       birth |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
infdeath     | 
       black |   .2893946    .017271    16.76   0.000      .255544    .3232451 
        mage |  -.0482997   .0089392    -5.40   0.000    -.0658201   -.0307792 
      magesq |   .0004283   .0001558     2.75   0.006     .0001229    .0007338 
        edu2 |  -.8754272    .027763   -31.53   0.000    -.9298417   -.8210126 
        edu3 |  -.8039272    .023954   -33.56   0.000    -.8508761   -.7569782 
        edu4 |   -.859927   .0260873   -32.96   0.000    -.9110572   -.8087968 
        edu5 |  -.8333724   .0268176   -31.08   0.000    -.8859339    -.780811 
     married |  -.6181913   .0172882   -35.76   0.000    -.6520756    -.584307 
     triplet |   .9304428   .0247247    37.63   0.000     .8819833    .9789022 
        quad |   1.305465   .0681896    19.14   0.000     1.171816    1.439114 
       _cons |  -1.337233   .1229586   -10.88   0.000    -1.578228   -1.096239 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
fetdeath     | 
       black |   .2893946    .017271    16.76   0.000      .255544    .3232451 
        mage |  -.0482997   .0089392    -5.40   0.000    -.0658201   -.0307792 
      magesq |   .0004283   .0001558     2.75   0.006     .0001229    .0007338 
        edu2 |  -.8754272    .027763   -31.53   0.000    -.9298417   -.8210126 
        edu3 |  -.8039272    .023954   -33.56   0.000    -.8508761   -.7569782 
        edu4 |   -.859927   .0260873   -32.96   0.000    -.9110572   -.8087968 
        edu5 |  -.8333724   .0268176   -31.08   0.000    -.8859339    -.780811 
     married |  -.6181913   .0172882   -35.76   0.000    -.6520756    -.584307 
     triplet |   .9304428   .0247247    37.63   0.000     .8819833    .9789022 
        quad |   1.305465   .0681896    19.14   0.000     1.171816    1.439114 
       _cons |  -1.786462   .1231229   -14.51   0.000    -2.027778   -1.545145 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(Outcome birth==live is the comparison group) 
 
. lrtest unconstrained .  
 
likelihood-ratio test                                  LR chi2(10) =   2041.70 
(Assumption: . nested in unconstrained)                Prob > chi2 =    0.0000 
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Figure G: STATA output for Hypothesis Test on Separating Fetal Death by Race 
 
. dprobit fetdeath mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad if black~=. & 
infdeath==0 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -43201.232 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -40762.601 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -40601.888 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood =  -40601.35 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood =  -40601.35 
 
Probit estimates                                        Number of obs = 415664 
                                                        LR chi2(9)    =5199.76 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000 
Log likelihood =  -40601.35                             Pseudo R2     = 0.0602 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
fetdeath |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    mage |   .0000316   .0002519     0.13   0.900   28.9066  -.000462  .000525 
  magesq |  -2.28e-06   4.35e-06    -0.52   0.601   872.096  -.000011  6.2e-06 
    edu2*|  -.0172364   .0003239   -34.54   0.000   .115625  -.017871 -.016602 
    edu3*|  -.0185375   .0004936   -33.40   0.000   .304433  -.019505  -.01757 
    edu4*|  -.0168837   .0004497   -30.41   0.000   .230862  -.017765 -.016002 
    edu5*|  -.0164343   .0005437   -26.60   0.000   .294495    -.0175 -.015369 
 married*|  -.0324928   .0007564   -53.55   0.000   .727013  -.033975  -.03101 
 triplet*|   .0155886   .0013198    14.87   0.000   .051662   .013002  .018175 
    quad*|   .0395536   .0057867    10.44   0.000   .004682   .028212  .050895 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .0215294 
 pred. P |   .0173625  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
 
. dprobit fetdeath mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad if infdeath==0 
& black==1 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -9811.4375 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -9392.1592 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -9347.1144 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood =  -9346.938 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood =  -9346.938 
 
Probit estimates                                        Number of obs =  71302 
                                                        LR chi2(9)    = 929.00 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000 
Log likelihood =  -9346.938                             Pseudo R2     = 0.0473 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
fetdeath |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    mage |  -.0024489   .0007752    -3.16   0.002   26.2901  -.003968  -.00093 
  magesq |   .0000451    .000014     3.22   0.001   728.166   .000018  .000073 
    edu2*|  -.0354219   .0011207   -24.01   0.000   .200892  -.037618 -.033225 
    edu3*|  -.0447924    .001849   -24.48   0.000   .392303  -.048416 -.041168 
    edu4*|  -.0374997    .001294   -23.61   0.000   .244481  -.040036 -.034964 
    edu5*|   -.028772   .0009997   -18.09   0.000   .117206  -.030731 -.026813 
 married*|  -.0146061   .0013073   -10.33   0.000   .340692  -.017168 -.012044 
 triplet*|   .0415326   .0063629     9.02   0.000   .023085   .029062  .054004 
    quad*|   .0615923   .0346517     2.67   0.008   .001108  -.006324  .129508 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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  obs. P |   .0308266 
 pred. P |   .0270899  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
 
. dprobit fetdeath mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad if infdeath==0 
& black==0 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  -33229.34 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -31229.418 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -31063.282 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -31062.695 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -31062.695 
 
Probit estimates                                        Number of obs = 344362 
                                                        LR chi2(9)    =4333.29 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000 
Log likelihood = -31062.695                             Pseudo R2     = 0.0652 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
fetdeath |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    mage |   .0004093   .0002693     1.52   0.129   29.4483  -.000119  .000937 
  magesq |  -9.54e-06   4.59e-06    -2.08   0.038   901.898  -.000019 -5.4e-07 
    edu2*|  -.0144533   .0003434   -26.51   0.000    .09797  -.015126  -.01378 
    edu3*|  -.0141086   .0005141   -24.00   0.000   .286239  -.015116 -.013101 
    edu4*|  -.0127322   .0004998   -21.02   0.000   .228042  -.013712 -.011753 
    edu5*|  -.0124362   .0006152   -18.58   0.000   .331204  -.013642  -.01123 
 married*|  -.0397275    .001028   -53.30   0.000   .807003  -.041742 -.037713 
 triplet*|   .0127829   .0012655    12.53   0.000   .057579   .010303  .015263 
    quad*|    .036457   .0055491    10.12   0.000   .005422   .025581  .047333 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .0196044 
 pred. P |   .0155789  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
 
 

Figure H: STATA output for Hypothesis Test on Separating Infant Death by Race 
 
. dprobit infdeath mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad if fetdeath==0 
& black~=. 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -61486.662 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -60064.998 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -60032.752 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -60032.729 
 
Probit estimates                                        Number of obs = 420739 
                                                        LR chi2(9)    =2907.87 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000 
Log likelihood = -60032.729                             Pseudo R2     = 0.0236 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
infdeath |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    mage |  -.0032226   .0003547    -9.09   0.000   28.8742  -.003918 -.002527 
  magesq |   .0000349   6.13e-06     5.70   0.000   870.295   .000023  .000047 
    edu2*|  -.0107099    .000934   -10.07   0.000   .117161  -.012541 -.008879 
    edu3*|     -.0127   .0009396   -12.65   0.000   .305154  -.014542 -.010858 
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    edu4*|  -.0147326   .0009015   -14.53   0.000   .230856    -.0165 -.012966 
    edu5*|  -.0165748   .0009572   -15.76   0.000   .293683  -.018451 -.014699 
 married*|  -.0087898     .00072   -12.83   0.000   .729854  -.010201 -.007379 
 triplet*|   .0475033   .0019232    33.44   0.000   .053031   .043734  .051273 
    quad*|   .0691341   .0071349    14.38   0.000   .004806    .05515  .083118 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .0333318 
 pred. P |   .0308547  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
 
. dprobit infdeath mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad if fetdeath==0 
& black==1 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -15510.869 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -15286.358 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -15281.764 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -15281.759 
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = -15281.759 
 
Probit estimates                                        Number of obs =  73104 
                                                        LR chi2(9)    = 458.22 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000 
Log likelihood = -15281.759                             Pseudo R2     = 0.0148 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
infdeath |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    mage |  -.0037344    .001151    -3.24   0.001   26.2399   -.00599 -.001479 
  magesq |   .0000419    .000021     1.99   0.046   725.432   7.2e-07  .000083 
    edu2*|  -.0311886    .002679    -9.87   0.000   .203299  -.036439 -.025938 
    edu3*|  -.0363617   .0031903   -10.89   0.000   .393043  -.042615 -.030109 
    edu4*|  -.0375867   .0027086   -11.78   0.000   .244091  -.042895 -.032278 
    edu5*|  -.0323417   .0026214    -9.53   0.000   .116875  -.037479 -.027204 
 married*|  -.0025851   .0019854    -1.29   0.196   .341773  -.006476  .001306 
 triplet*|   .0819234   .0083595    13.19   0.000   .024007   .065539  .098308 
    quad*|  -.0345561   .0175642    -1.21   0.228   .001012  -.068981 -.000131 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .0547166 
 pred. P |   .0526968  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
 
. dprobit infdeath mage magesq edu2 edu3 edu4 edu5 married trip quad if fetdeath==0 
& black==0 
 
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -45424.887 
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -44448.311 
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -44418.867 
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = -44418.831 
 
Probit estimates                                        Number of obs = 347635 
                                                        LR chi2(9)    =2012.11 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000 
Log likelihood = -44418.831                             Pseudo R2     = 0.0221 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
infdeath |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    mage |  -.0034627   .0003709    -9.34   0.000   29.4281   -.00419 -.002736 
  magesq |   .0000402   6.30e-06     6.38   0.000   900.758   .000028  .000053 
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    edu2*|  -.0081881   .0010003    -7.26   0.000   .099046  -.010149 -.006228 
    edu3*|  -.0105849   .0009523   -10.34   0.000   .286671  -.012451 -.008718 
    edu4*|   -.012518   .0009214   -12.09   0.000   .228073  -.014324 -.010712 
    edu5*|  -.0137132    .001003   -12.75   0.000   .330864  -.015679 -.011747 
 married*|  -.0024902   .0007743    -3.29   0.001   .811463  -.004008 -.000973 
 triplet*|   .0434214   .0018837    31.51   0.000   .059134   .039729  .047113 
    quad*|   .0711594   .0070877    15.47   0.000   .005604   .057268  .085051 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .0288348 
 pred. P |   .0267987  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| are the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
 

Figure I:  
 

Infant Death (blacks): 
dF/dx = -.0037344age + .0000419age2 
0 = -.0037344 + .0000838age 
age = 44.56 (peaks at approximately 45 years) 
 
Infant Death (whites): 
dF/dx = -.0034627age + .0000402age2 
0 = -.0034627 + ..0000804age 
age = 43.06 (peaks at approximately 43 years) 
 
Fetal Death (blacks):  
dF/dx = -.0024489age + .0000451age2 
0 = -.0024489 + .0000902age 
age = 271.15 (peaks at approximately 27 years) 
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